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The Microlite Curve is for dedicated movie fans who like to 
watch their films in the intended format, with the highest 
image quality possible The Microlite Curve is optimized 
to deliver a perfect viewing experience with movies in 
Cinemascope format (2.40:1) using projectors with a fixed lens 
system. Featuring the same revolutionary optical technology 
as the Microlite Fixed and Panorama Series, the Curve differs 
in that it has a fixed display format and therefore has neither 
masking system or curtains Created using ISF certified optical 
screen technology, the Microlite Curve features high-contrast 
filters that enable optimal reflection of the projected image. 
Microlite film is optimized to reject ambient light while 
maintaining a flat spectral response for excellent color fidelity. 
The screen renders images in completely neutral color for 
superior, realistic color reproduction and has an entirely 
passive, sparkle-free surface so you only see the projected 
image, not the texture of the screen.

FEATURES
	 Patented Microlite optical screen technology
	 Superior black levels and depth of image
	 Optimal performance in both dark and bright rooms
	 Curved screen for enhanced viewing experience
	 Superior performance in both dark and
 bright environments
	 Completely color neutral, sparkle-free screen
	 Best in class brightness uniformity
	 Aluminum frame with black velvet 
	 ISF-certified screen material available
	 Optimized for Cinemascope format (2.40:1)
	 Surface an be cleaned with any household
 cleaning agent.

Microlite Curved 96" - 156"

THE ULTIMATE CINEMASCOPE 
SCREEN FOR HOME THEATER

Designed to display a movie 
exactly as the director intended, 
the perfectly curved Microlite 
screen prevents pincushion 
distortion and enhances both the 
perceived depth and uniformity 
of the image. Featuring 1.2 and 
2.4 ISF Certified gain material, 
the curve offers best-in-class 
performance.



Hard coating & anti-glare structure

Proprietary adhesive

Light rejection structure

Black base

Expanded viewing angle
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